I. INTRODUCTION
Analog signal processing circuits can offer advantages over their digital counterparts in terms of speed, power dissipation, and area consumed by the circuitry [1] . The desire to make these advantages more accessible to the system designer has resulted in interesting developments in the area of general-purpose analog circuits; for example, analog processors [2] , [3] and field-programmable analog arrays (FPAA's) [4] . These devices operate either in continuous time or in sampled-data mode [5] - [7] , but their programmability is based on a similar principle. An array of basic configurable cells is provided, and the functionality of the system is determined by establishing a signal path within the device. In other words, the processing algorithm is implemented in hardware.
However, as compared with reconfigurable circuits, digital signal processors, or microprocessors, offer far greater flexibility. They can be relatively easily programmed to perform diverse and complex tasks. This stems from the universal Turing machine paradigm [8] . The functionality of the system is determined by software. A stored-program computer comprises a microprocessor consisting of a register file, an execution unit and a control unit, and the external memory for holding data and instructions. The processor performs a sequence of iterative, algorithmic computations, which manipulate digital data according to the instruction-level program. Yet, the instruction-level programmability can also be exploited in a system with an analog data path. Such an analog processor has been described in [9] . The architecture presented there was based on charge-domain operations and the circuitry involved high-gain amplifiers, capacitors and analog switches. Alas, a discrete-components level of implementation exhibited rather poor performance, and the idea seems to have been abandoned. More recently, the invention of the Cellular Neural Network Universal Machine (CNN-UM) [10] has attracted a great deal of interest [11] . The CNN-UM is an instruction-level programmable analog computer. However, since the CNN-UM concept is based on a specific connectivity model (cellular array) and algorithms (CNN transients with programmable templates) the architecture and the instruction set of the CNN-UM differ from that of a digital microprocessor. This can be beneficial in some cases, but sometimes a more conventional programming model would be desirable.
In this paper we describe the analog microprocessor (AP), which has an architecture similar to a simple general-purpose digital microprocessor, and as such provides a platform for the execution of conventional "digital" algorithms. However, since the processing is performed in the analog domain, the AP can achieve savings in terms of silicon area and power dissipation, as compared with digital processors.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the architecture of the AP and Section III describes the switched-current (SI) implementation of the AP. Section IV discusses the issues involving the accuracy of processing, Section V presents experimental results obtained from the test chip, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. ANALOG MICROPROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE
The block diagram of the generic AP architecture is presented in Fig. 1 . The AP consists of a register file (each register is an analog memory cell, capable of storing a sample of data), an analog arithmetic logic unit (ALU), and an analog I/O port. All the building blocks are interconnected via an analog data bus. The processing of information is performed entirely on analog values; however, the AP operates in discrete time and executes a software program, performing consecutive instructions issued by a digital controller. These instructions may include register transfer operations, which move the analog samples of data between registers of the AP, I/O operations, which move the data to and from I/O ports, arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division), which modify the analog data, and comparison operations, which allow for conditional branching. The program is stored in the local memory of the controller, which is considered here as an external, purely digital device. The complete processor is therefore a mixed-mode system, with an analog data path and a digital control path, which embodies a physical model of the universal Turing machine.
III. SI IMPLEMENTATION
We implement the AP utilizing SI techniques [12] . SI circuits have become a feasible alternative to switched-capacitor (SC) circuits for the implementations of analog sampled-data systems. They can be realized in the standard digital CMOS process technology, and therefore are particularly suited for the design of mixed-mode systems. Simple structures of SI cells result in area-and power-efficient AP implementations while offering adequate speed and accuracy to satisfy a wide range of applications. Moreover, using current-mode arithmetic circuits greatly simplifies the design of the ALU.
A. The Register File
The schematic diagram of a simplified AP is presented in Fig. 2 . The depicted register file comprises four registers (A-D), each of which is a basic SI memory cell [12] consisting of a memory transistor M X (X = A; B; C; D), a current source, and two switches W X and SX. Consider a simple register-transfer operation, which can be denoted as A B. To execute this instruction the switches W A ; S A and S B are closed, the remaining ones are open. Therefore, the only nonzero currents entering the analog bus node will be the current iB, which is the current read out from the register B, and the current i A , which is being written to the register A. Of course, it is also true that iA = 0iB:
The current i A is stored in the register A following a basic SI memory cell operation. Since WA is closed, the transistor MA is diode-connected and therefore its gate-source voltage V gs A will set itself to the value corresponding to the drain current, as described by the saturation-region equation
If the switch WA is now opened, a quantity of charge will be stored at the gate capacitance of the transistor MA, and the gate-source voltage V gs A will hold its value (disregarding any error effects). By default, all switches revert to the open position after an instruction has been executed. For correct operation, it is also necessary to ensure that W -switches always open before S-switches.
For subsequent reading from the register, the switch SA will be closed (W A will remain open) and the drain current of M A will be set by the gate-source voltage V gs A (it is assumed that the memory transistors are in saturation when their corresponding S-switches are closed), so the stored current i A can be read out.
B. Analog ALU
The analog ALU is required to provide the basic arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, and multiplication/division. However, subtraction can be achieved by an inversion followed by an addition, and as can be seen from (1), the inversion is inherent in the basic current-transfer operation. Moreover, the addition operation in a current-mode system is performed on the analog bus with no area overhead, using current summation. For example, to execute instruction D B + C, the switches W D ; S D ; S B and S C are closed, the remaining ones are open, and the current stored in register D is equal to iD = 0(iB + iC):
Therefore, only a multiplier/divider needs to be physically implemented. Four-quadrant multipliers have been described in the literature [13] , however we implement only a digitally controlled multiplier/divider, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The multiplier is constructed 
The current read out from the multiplier i 0 M depends on the multiplication factor k. This is a binary word which selects the appropriate mirrors using switches SM1; SM2; and SM4 i 0
The comparison operation is, in principle, also performed with no area overhead. If two or more register outputs are connected to the analog bus, which is kept in a high impedance state, then the bus node will be charged to a "high" voltage level or discharged to a "low" voltage level, depending on the sign of the total current. To sense the logic value, a simple CMOS buffer can be used. The output voltage of the buffer V CMP provides the controller with the comparison result, allowing for a conditional execution of subsequent instructions. The ALU is also capable of Boolean logic operations, if needed. By representing logic values by current levels, and combining arithmetic and comparison operations, logic operations of AND, OR, and NOT can be realized.
An input/output (I/O) port is simply realized by an analog switch S IO; which connects the port node to the analog bus.
All current sources and analog switches can be implemented using CMOS transistors. In practice, basic SI circuits can be replaced by a more elaborate design, however the principle of the operation will remain the same.
C. Program Execution
All of the switches within the AP are operated in response to logiclevel voltages set by a digital controller. The complete set of these voltages, controlling all switches, forms the instruction-code word (ICW). The sequence of the ICW's issued by the controller constitutes a machine-level software program.
To illustrate the algorithmic operation of the AP, let's consider the following example. As a part of a certain signal processing algorithm, the input value has to be stored in variable VarA, then multiplied by 0.75 and stored in variable VarB, and then the two variables should be subtracted, and the result stored in the third variable VarC.
The high-level description of the program, in the C-language notation, together with the resulting machine-level code, ICW's, and current transfer equations are presented in Table I 
IV. ACCURACY
An important issue with analog circuits is the accuracy of processing. Apart from noise, the major error sources in SI circuits are charge injection effects in analog switches [14] , voltage coupling through the gate-source capacitance of transistors, and the finite output conductance of the transistor. The errors in SI memory cells will cause the AP instructions to be performed with a limited accuracy. Consider the transfer instruction A B. In the nonideal case, the current transfer is performed with an error, which consists of a systematic part 1 S (i B ), and a random noise 1 N (3). The systematic error can be split into the signal-independent part 1SI and the signal-dependent part 1SD(iB) i A = 0i B + 1 S (i B ) + 1 N (3)
1 S (i B ) = 1 SI + 1 SD (i B ):
A. Signal-Dependent Error Cancellation
Many methods have been proposed to reduce the error effects in SI circuits [12] , and circuits with 11-bit equivalent accuracy have been reported [15] . However, the more sophisticated methods of error compensation in SI cells require more complex circuitry, and therefore, the design of an AP will involve tradeoffs between accuracy, speed, area and power. These tradeoffs need to be resolved taking into account application needs. A particularly good compromise between cell area, power This technique uses a form of double sampling to compensate for the clock feedthrough errors, and at the same time provides an almost constant bus voltage at the end of the write phase, thereby reducing output conductance errors. The circuitry achieves very good overall reduction of the signal-dependent part of the error at a minimum cost, in terms of silicon area and power consumption.
B. Signal-Independent Error Cancellation
A signal-independent error cancellation can be easily achieved by appropriate sequencing of the instructions. For example, consider the simple variable assignment operation: VarA = VarB. The basic transfer instruction of the AP performs an inversion, so the assignment will be performed in two steps, using an auxiliary register C.
First transfer C A, followed by B C. Now, assume that each transfer instruction is performed with an identical signal-independent error 1 SI (assuming an ideal signal-dependent error cancellation and neglecting noise and errors arising from device mismatches). For the first transfer, we get i C = 0i A + 1 SI (8) and as a result of the second transfer, we get iB = 0iC + 1SI = iA 0 1SI + 1SI = iA: (9) The errors cancel out and an assignment operation that is free of signalindependent errors is achieved. Similarly, as shown in Table II , addition and subtraction performed in two instructions achieve complete cancellation of the signal-independent error, whereas the multiplication performed in two cycles achieves only partial reduction of the signal-independent error, and for complete signal-independent error cancellation, it requires four instructions. However, on many occasions, the accuracy of two-instruction multiplication might be sufficient. Moreover, some optimization of the code is possible, to reduce the number of instructions for a given number of operations. Therefore, it can be assumed, that a typical assignment/arithmetic operation takes two instruction cycles on the AP.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Test Chip
Various architectural choices need to be made in designing a particular implementation of the AP. These include the number of registers, the type of arithmetic operations performed by the ALU (for instance, a complete four-quadrant analog multiplier could be implemented or the logarithm operation could be considered), the instruction set, I/O interface, etc. The design tradeoffs between processor area, Fig. 3 . Chip microphotograph. Shown in a box is a single processor employing the S I error cancellation scheme. To simplify routing of control signals to various types of processors, the layout of each processor is distributed within the 600 m 2 70m area, which also includes some additional test structures.
However, for the S I processor, the effective area occupied by the circuitry and routing is equal to 11200 m Fig. 4 . Example program running on the AP. The operations being performed are denoted above the output waveform. The result of each consecutive operation was fed to the output port and observed on the digitizing oscilloscope after I/U conversion. speed, power dissipation, and accuracy also need to be resolved. Our implementation, apart from providing the proof-of-concept of the AP architecture, serves as a prototype in the development of a processor array, intended for low-level image processing [17] . Analog solutions are efficient in performing various early-vision tasks [18] , but even the programmable ones [19] - [21] lack the flexibility of digital processors. On the other hand, massively parallel SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) arrays of mesh-connected digital processing elements have long been known to be efficient in executing a wide range of early-vision algorithms [22] , [23] . The area-efficient implementation of a processing element is of primary importance, as it enables the integration of thousands of processors onto a single die, and thereby fully exploit the inherent fine-grain parallelism of early-vision tasks by realizing pixel-per-processor correspondence [24] . Also, the power consumption must be kept within certain limits. On the other hand, the mod- erate accuracy, equivalent to 5 or 6 bits, is adequate for the majority of low-level image processing tasks. Our analysis of various image processing algorithms, including convolution, smoothing, edge detection, segmentation, median filtering, motion detection, etc., shows that usually only multiplication by a constant is required, and even a multiplier resolution of 3 to 4 bits can be sufficient. Six to eight registers are also thought to be sufficient.
To allow the evaluation of different design tradeoffs, we have designed and fabricated an integrated circuit containing 15 APs using various error-cancellation methods and different transistor sizes. These include a processor with no compensation, processors with half-size dummy devices [25] , processors with regulated-cascode output stages [26] , processors with an op-amp feedback loop [12] , and processors utilizing the S 2 I technique. The silicon area occupied by a basic register cell varies therefore from 17 m 2 39 m to 54 m 2 57 m.
The chips were fabricated through EUROPRACTICE using the standard 0.8-m CMOS process from AMS. The chip microphotograph is presented in Fig. 3 . The AP circuits operate with a 3.3-V power supply voltage and were tested, performing various algorithms, using a laboratory data generator as an external controller.
B. Measurements
For different processor designs, we have obtained magnitudes of the signal-dependent error of a single instruction from 0.2% to 3.5%, with processors operating at speeds from 70 kHz to 4 MHz. Below we report the measurement results for one of our APs, built using the S 2 I
error-compensation technique. The processor has six registers and a 3-bit multiplier. The nominal reference current level is equal to 10 A. there is relatively little overall error in the results of arithmetic operations (positive currents). For illustration purposes, in order to obtain clear waveforms without settling oscillations of the I/U converter used, the clock frequency was reduced to 1 kHz. However, the processor works satisfactorily with a clock frequency of up to 2.5 MHz. The total power dissipation within the processor is less than 100 W. (To reduce power consumption only current sources that are required by a particular instruction are enabled). The effective area occupied by the processor is equal to 11 200 m 2 . As the typical assignment or arithmetic operation will take two clock cycles, the performance/area ratio for this processor is equal to 0.11 giga operations per second (GOPS) per square millimeter. The performance/power ratio is equal to 12.5 GOPS/W. In Table III , these figures of merit are compared with ones derived for digital processing elements of SIMD arrays [24] , [27] , a RISC microprocessor [28] , and a CNN-UM [29] . Comparing "operations per second" for different architectures can be difficult as, for example, the RISC microprocessor is obviously a much more complex and versatile device than the AP. Nevertheless, simple digital processing elements intended for massively parallel SIMD arrays provide similar levels of functionality to the AP (i.e., small number of registers, simple ALU, off-chip controller). The implementation of the CNN-UM chosen for comparison supports analog I/O. (Most other implementations perform only transformations of binary arrays). To facilitate a fair comparison, details of how the performance/area and performance/power figures were derived are given in Table III . As can be seen, the AP compares quite favorably with other approaches. It has to be recognized, however, that the AP has the drawback of a limited accuracy.
The error measured for a register transfer instruction, for the S 2 I processor, is plotted as a function of signal value in Fig. 5 . is 0.4% of the maximum signal level. At room temperature, the analog value held in the register decays due to the leakage currents at a rate of 0.5% per 100 ms. The design tradeoffs were resolved in favor of small cell size, which resulted in small memory-transistor capacitances and in consequence relatively large errors. Nevertheless, many applications, particularly in low-level image processing, are not very sensitive to the errors introduced by the AP. As an example application, consider the edge-detection problem. A software for the AP, implementing the Sobel edge-detection algorithm [30] has been written and executed on the S 2 I processor. The program listing is presented as Fig. 6 . Fig. 7(a) contains a test image. The theoretical Sobel edge-detection result and the edge map obtained by executing the algorithm on the AP are depicted in Fig. 7(b) and (c), respectively. The pixel-wise difference of the edge maps is equal to 9.64% (rms value). However, in the context of computer vision, detecting the overall location of edges is more important than having a low absolute error as compared with an "ideal" algorithm. It can be seen that the locations of the edges are accurately detected by the AP. In this example, the image was processed serially on a single processor clocked at 2.5 MHz. Pixel values were fed to the processor using a D/A converter, and the result read out using an A/D converter. The processing speed was therefore relatively low. However, small cell size and low power dissipation are the key features that enable massive parallelism. A very high performance system could be built by integrating a large number of processors. An SIMD array of 1282 128 such APs could be feasibly accommodated on a single die and, when clocked at 2.5MHz, perform algorithms with a speed of above 20 GOPS while dissipating less than 2 W of power. The parallel version of the Sobel edge-detection program, intended for the AP array, contains 49 instructions. The edge detection would be performed over the entire image within 20 s.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented a general-purpose analog microprocessor whose architecture is analogous to that of its digital counterpart. The AP executes software programs while operating on analog data values. The AP paradigm will find application in areas that can benefit from employing analog signal processing techniques, but where nevertheless the flexibility of a software-programmable device is needed.
The operation of the AP is characterized by a limited accuracy. However, the design tradeoffs may be resolved in various ways. For example, an AP intended for general-purpose signal filtering applications could use SI circuits of greater complexity, but much reduced errors [15] . In our implementation, we have considered a processor array, targeted at image processing applications. The high-performance/area and performance/power ratios exhibited by the SI AP will allow for a great number of processors to be integrated onto a single chip, resulting in the development of low-cost high-performance systems.
